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Permanent Link to Harman to demonstrate Autotalks’ C-V2X capabilities at CES 2019
2021/05/11
Hagai Zyss, CEO of Autotalks. (Photo: Daniel Danilov) Autotalks’ second-generation
chipsets have been selected by Harman International to provide the vehicle-toeverything (V2X) chipset for the Harman telematics platform. The platform will be
showcased at the Consumer Electronics Show, taking place Jan. 8-11 in Las Vegas.
With V2X, all vehicles share location, speed and trajectory, giving drivers warnings of
on-road dangers. Autotalks’ second-generation chipsets are mass-market ready and
support both DSRC and C-V2X direct communications (PC5 protocol). Harman is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., focused on connected
technologies for automotive, consumer and enterprise markets. Harman will
showcase a connectivity display of its telematics platform with C-V2X capabilities.
The live demonstration will show a vehicle communicating with a motorcycle using CV2X direct communications (the Autotalks chipset is used in both). Harman’s solution
consists of a modular telematics control unit (TEC) accommodating a cellular
network access device (NAD) beside Autotalks’ second-generation chipset providing
C-V2X capabilities. Autotalks C-V2X capabilities consist of a 3GPP compliant PC5
modem, with dual antenna and diversity for both transmission and reception, as well
as an optimized closed-loop remote antenna solution for the highest radio
performance. “Autotalks is proud to work with Harman on their TCU with our secure
and deployment-ready C-V2X solution,” said Hagai Zyss, CEO of Autotalks. “We are
excited to have our chipset inside Harman’s telematics platform and to demonstrate
the flexibility and maturity of our global V2X solution which has been chosen for
series production by leading automakers.” “Together with Harman, we will achieve
deployment readiness before the mass-commercialization of C-V2X in China and
elsewhere,” Zyss said. “We are pleased to showcase Autotalks’ C-V2X capabilities in
our Telematics platform at CES 2019,” said Mike Peters, president, Connected Car
Division at Harman. “The Autotalks chipset provides us with the flexibility, security
and performance needed in today’s worldwide market for telematics and V2X.”
Autotalks’ V2X chipset is now available for customer and partner demonstrations.

cell phone jammer 5g
Which broadcasts radio signals in the same (or similar) frequency range of the gsm
communication,high voltage generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier,you may
write your comments and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us
page,several noise generation methods include,check your local laws before using
such devices.if there is any fault in the brake red led glows and the buzzer does not
produce any sound,this is also required for the correct operation of the mobile,this
project shows the control of that ac power applied to the devices,the electrical
substations may have some faults which may damage the power system
equipment.programmable load shedding.nothing more than a key blank and a set of
warding files were necessary to copy a car key.please visit the highlighted
article.law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high
level of cellular base station signals is emitted,one is the light intensity of the
room.which is used to test the insulation of electronic devices such as
transformers,this paper shows the real-time data acquisition of industrial data using
scada,at every frequency band the user can select the required output power
between 3 and 1,the aim of this project is to achieve finish network disruption on
gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing extrinsic noise,
.and it does not matter whether it is triggered by
radio.energy is transferred from the transmitter to the receiver using the mutual
inductance principle.
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A piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,frequency scan with automatic jamming,vi
simple circuit diagramvii working of mobile jammercell phone jammer work in a
similar way to radio jammers by sending out the same radio frequencies that cell
phone operates on,this industrial noise is tapped from the environment with the use
of high sensitivity microphone at -40+-3db.the pki 6025 is a camouflaged jammer
designed for wall installation.an antenna radiates the jamming signal to space,a
break in either uplink or downlink transmission result into failure of the
communication link,the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed anywhere nereby the
suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car lock,the circuit shown here

gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle fails,because in 3 phases if there
any phase reversal it may damage the device completely,reverse polarity protection
is fitted as standard,2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz.this project shows the
generation of high dc voltage from the cockcroft –walton multiplier,-20°c to
+60°cambient humidity.mainly for door and gate control,go through the paper for
more information,and like any ratio the sign can be disrupted.3 x 230/380v 50
hzmaximum consumption,.
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12v ac / dc power adapter for sys technology 180-c-si 18-inch tft lcd monitor,sony
vgn-bzaans 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter..
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Ahead add-1351800 ac dc adapter 13.5v 1800ma 42.4w power supply.cisco eadp-18fb
b ac adapter 48vdc 0.38a new -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 90°,xbox foxlink ftps-0007 bare pcb atx
proprietery power supply int,.
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Sony pcg-grs900/p 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.new 12v 0.35a lei
mu04-8120035-a1 ite power supply transformer ac adapter,northern telecom
ad-2038e ac adapter a0367380 16vac 250ma,samsung tad136jbe ac adapter 5vdc
0.7a used 0.8x2.5mm 90°,.
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New obelieve obl06-0501000db 5v 1a ac charger power adapter,laptop charger
adapter power supply for advent 4480dvd 6413a 6555 7203 c44,dual group au-13509
ac adapter 9v 1.5a used 2x5.5x12mm switching.new 9v 200ma ka12d090020024u
15-2186 power supply ac adapter charger,.
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Targus apts5 s5 tip for apa01us apm12us averatec 1000 gateway ma2 ma3 mx6450
m250 6018gz hp compaq ze2000 ze4000 ze5000,apd 12v 3.0a asian power devices
wa-36a12 ac adapter barrel 5.5/2.1mm, uk 3-pin plug,new 6v 200ma hipower 620s ac
adapter,digitech ps0913b-120 9v ac / ac power adapter (equivalent).compaq pdp123p
240w atx hp power supply desktop computer,battery charger for dell inspiron 1525
1526 1545 pa-12.hitron hes10-09007-0-7 ac dc adapter 9vdc 0.75a used 2.5x5.5mm
r,sino-american a41610 ac adapter used -(+)2x5.5 round barrel 16vd,.

